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Expectancy Theory & Practice
How do you think people

feel after a few drinks?
are your beliefs about alcohol

Find out yours by answering this question:
“Alcohol Expectancies”
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causes this effect
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• Exist Before a Person Begins Drinking
• Predict How Old a Person is When He or She

Begins Drinking
• Distinguish Light Drinking Children From 

Heavy Drinking Children
• Mitigate the Influence of Other Factors such

as Family History, Drinking History, or Belief in the 
Negative Consequences of Drinking
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How can it be possible for people
to get “drunk” without drinking alcohol?
It’s the thinking,

not the drinking!
You can get all the positive effects

of drinking without alcohol.
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This is why the question “How do you think

people feel after a few drinks?” is important 

to challenging expectancies.

It determines the mental constructs

built around alcohol.
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Remember, the environment alcohol marketing

creates results in a half million repetitions of

neural pathways being stimulated with

messages about drinking.
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 When two things happen at the same time,

your brain makes one thing out of it
The Active Part Wins

whatever part of your brain you’re 

using determines your behavior
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Reduced Drinking still found after a 10 year follow-up!
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Classroom Based Interventions
• Also found effective in large classroom 

lectures given in only 30 minutes 

(Fried, Sivasithamparam, Schreiner, Boucher, Dunn & Hall 2010)
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Outcomes

• Reduction in expectancies of positive social and arousing    
effects of alcohol.

• Increase in expectancies of negative sedating and 
antisocial effects of alcohol

• Reduced instances of drinking

• Reduced amounts consumed when drinking

• Lower overall .BAC levels when drinking

• Fewer instances of binge drinking
Share the Knowledge
Let your peers know they can visit

medialiteracy.net

for a free 2 hour on-line class

that will earn 2 CEUs.
For More Information

about Challenging Alcohol 
Expectancies, please call 
Dr. DeBenedittis @

(505) 670-9797
